
Our signage expertise 
allows us to specify and 
design signs that will 
make your brand shine.

The Complexity And  
Importance Of Accurate 
Site Audits

If you have a large site network, it’s difficult to know exactly what signage is at each site. 
It’s often hard to keep track of what every site looks like, and it’s harder still to visit every 
one of them to carry out site audits, especially if they are nationwide.

SignManager understands that it’s a big and often complex project, so that’s why we 
created project and asset management software, which allows our project managers  
to deliver a customised audit process to our clients in real time.

Our site audit services include the following:

• Identify, create and count signage  
 asset off-takes
• Capture unlimited photos which are  
 collated and uploaded directly to our  
 system, per zone

• Identify and report non-compliant,  
 damaged or risk-related signage,  
 assets or zones
• Collate dimensions of floor plans,  
 sign footings, customer facing areas



If you’d like our help with a strategy to better manage your signage and branding 
requirements, simply email us at info@signmanager.com.au
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SignManager 
are independent 
consultants who help 
large corporations 
improve the way 
they manage their 
branded assets 
across all their  
stores and facilities.

We have a network of over 3,000 preapproved 
contractors, nationwide. This enables us to easily carry 
out a single site audit, or 1,000 in a day all over the 
country.

As we carry out site audits, the data we collect is 
available to view in real time as they are fed live from 
our site, and are geospatially enabled so that the 
precise location of every image or record is viewable 
on our mapping software.

Clients can then be automatically notified once 
a site is complete, and all data is available for 
live reporting. This type of reporting and metrics 
provides powerful data for decision making for your 
next signage project.


